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ABSTRACT

Abstract:

The aim of this study is to determine the condition of the brake vibration and analyze the parameters that affect the vibration response occurring. Test was carried out by varying the thickness of the brake lining. Data taken for thickness of the brake lining (7, 5 and 3) mm, with a variation of the braking pressure 0.6 brand 1 bar, shaft rotation (425, 63, 850, and 1061) rpm, the axial and radial direction, vibration measurement used Lutron VB_8202 vibration meter.

Vibration on acceleration measurements show that vibration acceleration in the radial direction which seems higher when compared to the axial direction, can be in the know in the axial direction 425 RPM vibration acceleration value is not more than 8.2 m/s while the radial direction up to 11.6 m/s.
Increasing the value of amplitude 2-4.7 m/s² in dictate Lessing of Brake pad worn. The increase in vibration owing to the reduced value of brake lining.

**Keywords:** Brake, Brake lining thickness, Brake pressure, Damping.
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